Abstract. Starting from a permutation of f0; : : : ; n?1g we compute in parallel with a workload of O(n log n) a compact data structure of size O(n log n). This data structure allows to obtain the associated permutation graph and the transitive closure and reduction of the associated order of dimension 2 e ciently. The parallel algorithms obtained have a workload of O(m + n log n) where m is the number of edges of the permutation graph. They run in time O(log 2 n) on a CREW PRAM.
Introduction
Permutation graphs are combinatorial objects that found a lot of attention in recent years. This interest led to many results under a structural point of view as well as algorithmically, see 1, 2, 6, 7, 8] .
By de nition permutation graphs have a compact encoding of size n, where n is the number of vertices. In sequential computing model, it is possible to pass from the graph to the permutation and vice versa with a workload of O(n 2 ). For parallel computing this has been open up to now. In this paper we show how to pass from the permutation to the graph on a CREW PRAM with a workload of O(m + n log n) where m is the number of inversions of the permutation. This also leads to a new representation of permutation graphs in size O(n logn).
Many graph algorithms require a classical representation of the graph. In order to run these algorithms on a permutation graph, it is necessary to compute the graph from the permutation.
The whole article is written in the directed context. We call permutation digraphs the directed version of permutation graphs. They are also called the orders of dimension 2. The results we give in the last section are speci c to the directed context. All the others can obviously be obtained for permutation graphs.
The paper is organized as follows.
After giving the necessary de nitions and notations in Sect. 2, we start by computing the number of arcs of the permutation graph. The workload for this computation is O(n log n) and thus a factor of log logn away from the lower bound 4, 5] .
In the following section we describe a compact data structure derived from that algorithmthat represents the successors sets of all elements in size O(n logn). In contrast to the one given directly by the permutation this one has the advantage of supporting all classical algorithms on permutation graphs where they are supposed to be represented by adjacency lists.
In Sect. 5 we show how to compute the adjacency lists from our compact representation with a workload of O(m + n logn).
In the last section we consider the permutation graph as a two-dimensional order and we show how to compute the transitive reduction of the given order from our algorithm.
The problem of computing e ciently representations of an order of dimension d was introduced in these terms by Spinrad in 9]. These problems can be solved with geometric range queries in a d-dimensional space. But this method uses a strong computational model with reals. Moreover it hides the new data structure for representing digraphs that we introduce in Sect. 4. We give here the bene ts of a parallel approach to the sequentially well know case of d = 2.
De nitions and Notations
We always consider simple nite digraphs with no loops. A permutation is a bijection from f0; : : :; n ? 1g into itself, or equivalently a simple word with all the letters 0; : : :; n? 1. Let (i) denote the image of i, or equivalently the ith letter of . We write ?1 for the inverse of the bijection , and e for the reverse of the word .
We will always consider digraphs with set of vertices f0; : : :; n ? 1g. A digraph G = (V; A) is a permutation digraph if A is given by a permutation of f0; : : :; n ? 1g such that (i; j) 2 A i i < j and (i) < (j). A permutation digraph G = (V; A) is acyclic and transitively closed. It can be seen as an order of dimension two. Its transitive reduction is the minimal subgraph whose transitive closure is G. It is equivalently given by the covering relation on V . We say that u is covered by v i (u; v) 2 A and there is no k such that (u; k) 2 A and (k; v) 2 A.
Computing the Number of Arcs
The number of arcs of the permutation digraph is the number of inversions of g ?1 since an arc (i; j) with i < j exists i i appears before j in ?1 .
We are going to compute this number by sorting g ?1 in a \quicksort way". In each dividing phase of quicksort we update a counter c such that the sum of c and the number of inversions of the permutation being sorted remains invariant.
W.l.o.g. we assume that n = 2 q+1 . Since we are sorting exactly all the numbers 0; : : :; n?1, we can always nd a good pivot element that equally divides the sequences in question. Thus the algorithm requires only a logarithmic number of phases ' = 0; : : :; q ? 1. 
Partitionning the Permutation
Now we describe how to partition a part of size 2 q?' of the permutation at phase ' into a sequence of two blocks, detecting some of its inversions without creating any new one.
Like in quicksort, the elements greater (resp. smaller) than the pivot element are put in the right (resp. left) block. Thereby the order of the permutation in each block has to be preserved. Doing this we cancel some inversions. For each vertex v going to the left, we have to count how many vertices previously appearing to its left go to the right and add this number to the counter c, see Fig. 1 .
Before the initial phase, we set W := g ?1 and c := 0. In phase ', we partion the 2 ' consecutive blocks of size 2 q?' composing W. For the sake of clarity, we just write the algorithm for the rst block. Step 2.
Sum up: Compute the pre x sums P x i=0 B(i).
Step 3.
Inversions: If B(x) = 0, we have newly detected (W(x)) := P x i=0 B(i) inversions relatively to W(x) Otherwise, we set (W(x)) := 0.
Step 4.
Partition: Divide the block in a quicksort step.
For the other blocks of phase ' we proceed analogously. We just have to compute an o set for each block.
At the end of phase ', we update the number c of inversions that were detected by adding the sum of all (v). This can be computed with a pre x sum. 
Analysis
At the end, W is sorted and has no inversions, so c is the number of inversions of g ?1 , and we have computed the number of arcs m = c of the permutation digraph.
At each of the logn phases, we compute two pre x sums, thus requiring a time O(logn) and a workload of O(n). Hence we have: Theorem 1. Our algorithm computes the number of arcs of a permutation digraph given by a permutation on n elements in time O(log 2 n), and with a workload of O(n log n). This is not far from the best known sequential algorithm which needs time O nlog n log log n 4, 5].
A Compact Representation of Adjacency Lists
In fact, the previous algorithm implicitly computes a special representation of the digraph that we introduce now. Therefore we keep copies W ' and ' of the vectors obtained in each phase ', see We formalize this concept of representing a digraph by intervals over total orders on V in the following way.
De nition2. Let We have seen how to compute a k-compact representation of any permutation digraph for k = log n, see Fig. 2 . Clearly it also runs in time O(log 2 n) and with a workload of O(n log n). Step 1.
Compute the number m of arcs.
Step 2.
Allocate an array A of size m; each element of A will contain an arc of the digraph.
Compute the tail of each of these arcs.
Compute the head of each of these arcs.
For the following detailed algorithms, recall that for all graphs the set of vertices is f0; : : :; n ? 1g.
Algorithm 3 Computing the Number of Arcs.
Step 1.
For each interval I ' (v), set ' (v) to its length.
Let D be an array of size nk.
For all 1 ' k and 0 v n ? 1, set D(kv + ') := ' (v).
Compute the pre x sums S ' (v) := P kv+'?1 a=0 D(a)
Step 5.
Set m := S k+1 (n ? 1) .
Observe that the values S ' (v) computed in step 4 are equal to Output: The sorted array A:tail of the tails of the graph's arcs.
Initialize an array T of size m to 0.
Step 2. Mark T: for all 0 v < n do T (S 1 (v)) := 1
Step 3. Output: The sorted array A:head of the heads of the graph's arcs.
